Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded systems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecular dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond. Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching. A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely classical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nuclear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it highlights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear effects.
Hydrogen bonds are weak, generally intermolecular bonds, which hold much of soft matter together as well as the condensed phases of water, network liquids, and many ferroelectric crystals. The small mass of hydrogen means that they are inherently quantum mechanical in nature, and effects such as zero-point motion and tunneling must be considered, though all too often these effects are not considered. As a prominent example, a clear picture for the impact of quantum nuclear effects on the strength of hydrogen bonds and consequently the structure of hydrogen bonded systems is still absent. Here, we report ab initio path integral molecular dynamics studies on the quantum nature of the hydrogen bond. Through a systematic examination of a wide range of hydrogen bonded systems we show that quantum nuclear effects weaken weak hydrogen bonds but strengthen relatively strong ones. This simple correlation arises from a competition between anharmonic intermolecular bond bending and intramolecular bond stretching. A simple rule of thumb is provided that enables predictions to be made for hydrogen bonded materials in general with merely classical knowledge (such as hydrogen bond strength or hydrogen bond length). Our work rationalizes the influence of quantum nuclear effects, which can result in either weakening or strengthening of the hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding structures, across a broad range of hydrogen bonded materials. Furthermore, it highlights the need to allow flexible molecules when anharmonic potentials are used in force field-based studies of quantum nuclear effects.
H ydrogen bonds are essential to life on earth. They are, for example, the main intermolecular interactions responsible for binding the two strands of DNA and holding together the condensed phases of water. H-bonds are also of great contemporary importance in nanoscience, being involved in, e.g., the functionalization and patterning of surfaces with ordered molecular overlayers (1, 2) . It is known that H-bonds are complex and, in particular, because of the small mass of the proton it is often not appropriate to treat the proton in H-bonded systems as a classical particle. Instead the quantum nature of the proton must be taken into account and issues such as zero-point motion, quantum delocalization, and quantum tunneling are relevant. Recent advances in experimental techniques and the development of theoretical approaches (coupled with enormous advances in computer power) mean it is now possible to explore the quantum nature of the proton in H-bonded systems in exquisite detail. The relevance of quantum nuclear effects (QNEs) to liquid water and ice (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) , interfacial water (9), and enzyme kinetics (10, 11) has recently been demonstrated. In particular, from first principles simulations by Morrone et al. (4, 12) and neutron Compton scattering measurements by Burnham et al. (13, 14) , a clear picture of the impact of QNEs on the proton's real space delocalization and vibrational properties has been established. Upon increasing the H-bond strength, the proton becomes more delocalized and consequently the OH stretching frequency decreases.
QNEs can also influence the interaction strength and consequently the structure of H-bonded systems (4, 8, 9, (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . In H-bonded crystals, this effect is known as the Ubbelohde effect, where replacing H with deuterium (D) causes the O-O distance, and consequently the ferroelectric phase-transition temperature, to change (20) . The conventional Ubbelohde effect yields an elongation of the O-O distances upon replacing H with D, although a negative Ubbelohde effect has also been observed (20, 21) . In H-bonded liquids analogous issues have been discussed. In liquid hydrogen fluoride (HF), for example, densityfunctional theory (DFT) simulations predict that when QNEs are accounted for the first peak of the F-F radial distribution function (RDF) sharpens and shifts to a shorter F-F distance (15) . The implication of this increase in structure in the liquid is that the H-bond is strengthened upon inclusion of QNEs. In contrast, similar simulations for liquid water show that the O-O RDF is less sharply peaked when simulations with quantum nuclei are compared to those with classical nuclei (4), suggestive of a decrease in the overall H-bond strength. We note, however, that although this conclusion is probably correct, it is the opposite of what was observed in an earlier ab initio study (8) . The influence of QNEs on H-bonds has also been widely discussed in studies of gas-phase clusters (16) (17) (18) 22) . Specifically, in water clusters up to the hexamer it is predicted that QNEs weaken the H-bonds, whereas in simulations of HF clusters both weakening and strengthening is predicted depending on cluster size (16) (17) (18) . Clearly, it would be very useful to rationalize these various results within a single conceptual framework and identify the underlying factors that dictate the influence of QNEs on H-bond strength for a broad class of materials.
To this end, we report herein a simulation study in which we investigate the impact of QNEs on a wide range of H-bonded materials. Our simulations, using state-of-the-art ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) and ab initio path integral molecular dynamics (PIMD) [see, e.g., (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) ], reveal that the strength of the H-bond is a good descriptor of what influence QNEs will have on it: Relatively weak H-bonds, such as those in water and HF dimers, are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds, such as those in large HF clusters and certain solids, are made stronger by QNEs. This correlation holds for a large variety of hydrogen-bonded systems and arises from a simple competition between the anharmonic quantum fluctuations of intramolecular covalent bond stretching (which tends to strengthen H-bonds) and intermolecular H-bond bending (which tends to weaken H-bonds). It has a number of important implications, such as explaining the contrasting influence QNEs have on a wide range of H-bonded materials and enabling predictions to be made for H-bonded materials in general. Since the extent of anharmonic quantum motion on intramolecular stretching is key to the correlation, it also underscores the need for flexible monomers when anharmonic intermolecular potentials are used in force field-based studies of QNEs.
Results
Toward our aim of understanding how QNEs alter H-bonds, we use computer simulations with the CASTEP plane-wave DFT code (28) . The simulations are performed with the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional (29) in the canonical ensemble, with a target temperature of 100 K. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: angelos.michaelides@ucl.ac.uk.
Further computational details are given in Materials and Methods below.
A broad range of H-bonded systems are examined, including HF clusters (dimer to hexamer), H 2 O clusters (dimer, pentamer, and octamer); charged, protonated, and hydroxylated water and ammonia clusters (
, and N 2 H − 5 ); organic dimers (formic acid and formamide); and solids (HF, HCl, and squaric acid C 4 H 2 O 4 ). For each system we perform conventional ab initio MD, where the nuclei are treated as classical point-like particles, and ab initio PIMD, where the QNEs are accounted for. With these two complementary sets of simulations, we can identify in a very clean manner the precise influence of QNEs at finite temperature.
The quantities we focus on when characterizing H-bonds are: (i) the heavy-atom (X-X, where X is either O, Cl, C, N, or F) distances, which characterize the intermolecular separations; (ii) the H-bond angles (X-H…X), which are associated with H-bond bending (libration) modes; and (iii) the X-H covalent bond lengths, characteristic of the covalent bond stretching in the H-bond donor molecules. It will become clear that these quantities provide an indication of H-bond strength, however, as the main measure of H-bond strength we use a standard estimate based on the computed redshift (softening) in the X-H stretching frequency of the H-bond donor molecule (Materials and Methods). In fact, there is no perfect measure for H-bond strength (30) , however the redshift of the stretching frequency is a widely used measure [see, e.g., (31, 32) ]. It is particularly useful here because it allows us to discriminate between different types of H-bond in the same complex and can be used for both neutral and charged systems. In Fig. 1B , it is shown that this estimator correlates well with the computed binding energy per H-bond in the neutral systems we study. This binding energy is defined as the difference between the total energy of the system and the sum over its unrelaxed components, as in ref. 30 . When the redshift of the stretching frequency (measured as the ratio of the X-H stretching frequency in the H-bonded cluster to that in the free monomer) gets larger, the H-bond comes stronger.
Upon comparing the results from MD and PIMD for the various H-bonded systems, an interesting correlation is observed between H-bond strength and the change in intermolecular separations. This correlation is shown in Fig. 1A where we see that as the H-bond gets stronger the heavy-atom separations in the PIMD simulations with quantum nuclei go from being longer than those in the MD simulations with classical nuclei (positive ΔðX − XÞ) to being shorter (negative ΔðX − XÞ). Thus QNEs result in longer H-bonds in weak H-bonded systems and shorter H-bonds in relatively strong H-bonded systems. Note that the H-bond strength increases upon going from small to large clusters and from water to HF. The trend reported in Fig. 1 is a key finding of the present study and in the following we explain why it emerges and discuss the implications it has for H-bonded materials in general.
To understand the origin of the correlation it is useful to look at the HF clusters. These provide the ideal series because upon increasing the cluster size the H-bond strength increases, and the influence of QNEs switches from a tendency to lengthen to a tendency to shorten the intermolecular separations (as seen in ref. 16 ). In Fig. 2 we report distance and angle distributions from MD and PIMD for three HF clusters: the dimer, in which the F-F distance is increased by QNEs; the tetramer, where there is no difference between the quantum and classical F-F distances; and the pentamer, where the F-F distance is shortened by QNEs. The key to understanding the variations in heavy-atom distances (Left) is in recognizing that there are also related differences between MD and PIMD in the covalent F-H bond lengths (Center) and H-bond angles (Right). Specifically, because of anharmonic quantum fluctuations (i) the F-H bonds are longer in the quantum compared to the classical simulations, and this elongation becomes more pronounced as the H-bonds get stronger; and (ii) the H-bonds are more bent in the quantum than in the classical simulations, and this bending generally becomes less pronounced as the H-bonds get stronger. In order to understand the influence of these variations in structure, analysis of various dimer configurations is performed. This analysis reveals that the covalent bond stretching increases the intermolecular interaction whereas H-bond bending decreases it. Taking the HF dimer as an example, a 0.04-Å increase in the F-H bond length of the donor leads to a 40-meV increase in interaction energy within the dimer, whereas in contrast a 21°reduction in H-bond angle leads to a 16-meV decrease in interaction energy. These considerations provide a qualitative understanding of the trend observed. In the HF dimer the F-F distance increases as a result of a large decrease in H-bond angle but only a small increase in the covalent F-H bond length. In the tetramer, the F-H stretching is sufficiently pronounced to compensate for the increase in H-bond bending, leaving the overall F-F distance unchanged and in the pentamer, the F-F distance decreases because the F-H covalent bond stretching dominates over the H-bond bending.
To examine this picture rigorously and present a quantitative description of this competition for all systems studied, we calculate the projection (X − H ∥ ) of the donor molecule's covalent bond along the intermolecular axis (see inset of Fig. 3) . Since X − H ∥ increases upon intramolecular stretching but decreases upon intermolecular bending, it allows the balance between stretching and bending to be evaluated. The influence of QNEs is quantified through the ratio of the PIMD and MD projections, Simplified schematic illustration of the expected isotope (Ubbelohde) effect on the differences in heavy-atom distances. Here we suggest three regimes of positive, negligible, and negative Ubbelohde effect depending on H-bond strength. For the HF clusters, labels 1-5 refer to the H-bonds in the dimer to the hexamer. For the water clusters, labels 1, 2, 3a, and 3b refer to the H-bonds in the dimer, pentamer, and the long (short) H-bond in the octamer. For the charged clusters, labels 1-4 refer to
, and N 2 H − 5 , respectively. For the organic dimers, labels 1a, 1b, and 2 refer to the redshifted and blueshifted H-bond in formamide and the redshifted H-bond in formic acid. For the solids, labels 1-3 refer to the H-bonds in HCl, HF, and squaric acid. The same labels are applied in Fig. 3 . For the water clusters in B, the octamer is not included because there are two kinds of H-bonds. Results for the trimer and tetramer are added to further test the correlation.
values greater than one indicate that QNEs lead to more stretching than bending and values less than one indicate that QNEs result in more bending than stretching. Upon plotting this ratio against the variations in intermolecular separations, y ¼ ΔðX − XÞ, we observe a striking (almost linear) correlation (Fig. 3) . We see that for all systems where H-bond bending dominates (x clearly smaller than 1), the heavy-atom distances are longer in PIMD than in MD (y > 0). In cases where covalent bond stretching is dominant (x clearly larger than 1), the heavy-atom distances are shorter in PIMD than in MD (y < 0). With the increase of x, quantum fluctuations on the stretching mode become more dominant and QNEs turn from weakening the H-bonds to strengthening them. Thus the overall influence of QNEs on the H-bonding interaction quantitatively comes down to this delicate interplay between covalent bond stretching and intermolecular bond bending. We note that the explanation arrived at here for the general case is consistent with what Manolopoulos and coworkers have very elegantly shown for liquid water (6) .
Discussion
Given the ubiquity of H-bonds in the physical and biological sciences, there are a number of implications of this work. First, considering that liquid HF is comprised of long polymer chains and rings whereas liquid water is widely considered to be made up of small clusters, these results shed light on why QNEs strengthen the structure of liquid HF but weaken that of liquid water (4). More generally, we can use the trend observed in Fig. 1 as a simple rule of thumb to estimate the impact of QNEs on H-bonded systems without performing expensive PIMD simulations. All that is required is an estimate of H-bond strength, which can be obtained from the redshift in the covalent stretching frequency (as we have done here) or from other commonly used measures of H-bond strength such as H-bond length. Thus the trend may be particularly useful to biological systems such as alpha helixes and beta sheets for which many crystal structures have been determined and where cooperative effects lead to particularly strong H-bonds (33) .
The trend predicted here also allows us to rationalize the Ubbelohde effect over a broad range of H-bond regimes (Fig. 1C) . Specifically, traditional Ubbelohde ferroelectrics such as potassium dihydrogen phosphate fall in the relatively strong H-bond regime where a positive Ubbelohde effect (i.e., an increase of the X-X distance upon replacing H with D) is observed in experiment and also in recent PIMD studies (21, 34) . In this context squaric acid, solid HF, and the larger HF clusters are expected to exhibit a traditional Ubbelohde effect upon replacing H with D. In contrast, the smaller H-bonded clusters studied here and solid HCl are expected to exhibit a negative Ubbelohde effect (a decrease of the X-X distance upon replacing H with D). H-bonded materials of intermediate strength such as large water clusters and ice at ambient pressure are predicted to exhibit a negligible Ubbelohde effect because in this regime QNEs have little influence on the intermolecular separations. Indeed this observation is consistent with experimental and theoretical observations for the ferroelectric H-bonded crystals, ice, and gas-phase dimers (20) (21) (22) . We note that we have considered the "fm2" configuration of the formamide organic dimer (33), which has a blueshifted H-bond (as well as a redshifted one); the data in this case also agrees with the correlation we observe for the other H-bonded systems (Fig. 1A) .
A further prediction stemming from our work is that ice under pressure will exhibit the traditional Ubbelohde effect. However we caution that at very high pressure ice possesses such strong H-bonds, with shared symmetric protons (7) , that the picture sketched in Fig. 3 is not likely to apply. Indeed, this note of caution applies to all ultrastrong H-bonds, where the proton is shared symmetrically by the two heavy atoms already in the classical perspective. In this case, the distinction between a relatively short covalent bond and a relatively long H-bond is lost and bond stretching along the X-X axis does not lead to any strengthening of the intermolecular interactions. The gas-phase Zundel complex, H 5 O þ 2 , is an example of one such ultrastrong H-bond and our calculations show an approximately 0.016-Å increase in the O-O distance, which is consistent with previous studies (27, 35) . Another class of very strong H-bonded systems are the so-called "low-barrier" H-bonds, e.g.,
, and N 2 H − 5 . In these systems there remains a clear distinction between covalent and H-bonds and the picture we have presented still holds. This fact can be seen from our data for N 2 H − 5 in Fig. 1 . We caution, however, that in these very strong H-bonded systems errors associated with the underlying exchange-correlation functional can have a qualitative impact on the results and that the accuracy of the underlying potential energy surface is of critical importance. For example, in H 3 O − 2 and N 2 H þ 7 , using the PBE exchange-correlation functional yields a shared symmetric proton already in the classical MD simulations. But earlier studies with the more accurate second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory and also the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr exchange-correlation functional (27, 35, 36) show that protons actually feel a double-well potential and in this case QNEs strengthen the H-bond, consistent with the model presented here.
Finally, because both inter-and intramolecular vibrations are relevant to QNEs, this work highlights the need in general for flexible monomers in force-field simulations of QNEs, as was also pointed out recently for liquid water (6) . If such simulations do not allow for covalent bond stretching within the H-bond donor molecule, it appears that nothing but H-bond weakening will be observed upon inclusion of QNEs. Similarly if librations are neglected in studying QNEs on H-bonds (e.g., when linear H-bond models are used), nothing but H-bond strengthening can be expected. Indeed, this observation is consistent with an earlier study on H-bonded dimers using a model Hamiltonian, where it was found that without considering the zero-point energy on the bending mode, negative Ubbelohde effects cannot be explained (22) .
In conclusion, through a series of ab initio MD and PIMD studies, light has been shed on the quantum nature of the H-bond. The impact of the quantum mechanics of the nuclei on the nature and strength of H-bonds has been widely discussed. However, such discussions have generally been on a case by case basis and a theoretical framework that rationalizes the different behavior observed in liquids, solids, and clusters has been lacking. Here we have identified H-bond strength as a simple descriptor, which shows that relatively weak H-bonds such as those in water and HF dimers and solid HCl are made weaker, whereas relatively strong H-bonds with a double-well potential for the proton transfer, such as those in large HF clusters, solid HF, and squaric acid, are made stronger. It remains to be seen how far the simple trend identified here can be extended and what exceptions will arise in addition to the ultrastrong H-bonded systems. However, it is clear that the identification of this relation brings physical insight and enables predictions to be made for a broad range of H-bonded systems, based merely on easily accessible quantities, such as vibrational frequencies or heavy-atom separations.
Materials and Methods
Born-Oppenheimer MD simulations are performed with a plane-wave basis set (kinetic energy cutoff 400 eV) in conjunction with ultrasoft pseudopotentials (37) . For the water and HF clusters, a 12-Å cubic cell is used. For the organic dimers and charged water clusters, an 18-Å cubic cell is used. For the formamide dimer, we use the fm2 structure of ref. 33 , where there is one redshifted H-bond and one blueshifted H-bond. For solid HF and HCl we use an eight molecule supercell with a 4 × 2 × 3 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. For solid squaric acid, we use a 20-atom cell with a 3 × 3 × 2 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. Timesteps of 0.5-0.7 fs are used and after thermal equilibration 10,000 MD steps and 6,000 PIMD steps are performed. In the PIMD simulations 16 beads and staging coordinates (38) are used. Convergence with respect to the number of beads was checked by performing calculations for the water dimer with 32 and 64 beads. All MD and PIMD simulations are performed at a target temperature of 100 K, except in solid HCl (N 2 H − 5 ), where 50 (300) K is used to keep the system close to the ground state (to compare with earlier calculations). Temperatures are maintained by Langevin thermostats. All the PIMD distances reported are obtained by averaging over configurations of the individual beads; using centroids gives the same correlation as shown in the article.
To calculate the redshift in the X-H vibrational frequency, we extract harmonic frequencies using finite displacements about the optimized geometries. This method provides a reasonable estimate of the frequency, and it is free of the deficiency in the path integral based approaches, like centroid molecular dynamics (39) and ring-polymer molecular dynamics (40) , especially at low temperatures, as recently pointed out in refs. 41 and 42.
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